Girolamo Lombardo (Ferrara c. 1505/10 - Loreto c. 1584/89)
Eve

Bronze, circa 1530-40
Height with the bronze base: 51.2 cm / 20⅝ in
Overall including the wood socle: 55.5 cm / 21⅞ in
Inside the base is an old label No. “1931 : aal : 2”

Other known variant cast:
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. 10.012, h. 50.8 cm.
A related cast in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, which has a different facial type and hair style,
and lacks the cache-sex was described in 1976 by Manfred Leithe-Jasper as “Venetian (?), about
1560”.1 Leithe-Jasper points out the similarity in pose (albeit in reverse) between it and the figure of
Flora or Spring from the Four Seasons made by Wenzel Jamnitzer, after models by Johann Gregor van
der Schardt. These gilt bronze figures (also in the Kunsthistorisches Museum) formed the base of a
table fountain commissioned by the Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian II in 1568 and delivered in 1578 to
his son Rudolf II in Prague.2

Leithe-Jasper indicated that the model (the present cast was not known to him) would seem to predate
van der Schardt’s model of Flora or Spring. Similarities with Eve’s open mouth, out-stretched arm, and
the drapery over one breast appear in a Giulio Romano drawing from the 1520s of a Roman
sarcophagus depicting an Amazonomachy,3 which might suggest Lombardo was looking at an antique
representation of an Amazon as his source for Eve. Van der Schardt is recorded as having worked in
Rome and Bologna during the 1560s, and his figure may well have been inspired by a similar classical
pose.

From an image of c.1935, we know that Eve was previously paired with a pendant figure of Adam,
since sold by a descendent of Karl Anton Theodor Henschel. They were intended to face one another,
but in the image Adam and Eve are instead looking away from each other. Eve’s distinguishing
features include her expressive eyes with clearly delineated corners, her finely combed, wavy elaborate
coiffeur, and the large detailed leaf that serves as a cache-sex.

Close resemblances are found in works produced by various members of the Lombardo family.
Comparative figures and busts with similarly combed wavy hair are seen in works by Tullio Lombardo,
though more convincing are the finely combed hair styles of a number of small bronze busts that are
given to his brother Antonio Lombardo.4 The marbles and small bronzes fall into the category of
“Venetian expressive busts”, which Sarah Blake McHam and Alison Luchs have described as fantasy
narrative portraits.5 The expressive eyes, parted mouth and indentation in the chin found in Eve are also
seen in the face of the woman in Tullio Lombardo’s double portrait in the Galleria Giorgio Franchetti alla
Ca’ d’Oro, Venice (c. 1490-95, marble, h. 47 x 50 x 23.8 cm ).6 Tullio’s treatment of the eyes, with their
strongly defined lower lids narrowing at the area around the tear duct, is also seen in his brother
Antonio’s marble Virtue on the tomb of Doge Andrea Vendramin. This fine definition demonstrates the
difficulty of exactly determining hands in shared workshops, although Tullio only worked in marble,
Antonio also made models for casting in bronze.7

The model of the bust of the Young Woman all’antica in the Wallace Collection has been attributed to
Tullio’s brother Antonio Lombardo, and its casting given to Severo da Ravenna, like other versions in
the Galleria Estense, Modena and the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna.8 While Antonio’s bronze
busts of women also have slightly parted lips and sharply delineated eyes, they are more contained than
Eve, which may indicate that Eve emanates from a later period in the production of the Lombardo
workshop, and can be associated with Antonio’s son Girolamo.

The Lombardo family’s ability to evoke dramatic expression of thought and emotion in classical-themed
works is further seen in the head of Leda in Leda and the Swan in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale,
Venice (inv. n. 30, marble, h 74 cm, gift of Giovanni Grimani 1587). Various members of the family
worked for Grimani, repairing antique models in his collection, and stylistic similarities to other works
indicate that Leda’s head was invented by a member of the Lombardo workshop to complete the
Roman fragment.9 Marcella de Paoli notes that Girolamo Lombardo, who was in Jacopo Sansovino’s
workshop in the 1530s and 1540s, also probably knew or worked with the Grimani collection given the
ties between Sansovino and the Grimani.10 Leda’s large eyes with carefully delineated pupils, her
parted mouth and hairstyle, which stylistically resemble the same elements in Eve, indicate the hand of
Girolamo.

Another work emanating from the Lombardo workshop, in which closely comparable elements are
found, is the base made for the restored figure of the Idolino now in the Museo Archaelogico, Florence.
Discovered near Pesaro in 1530, the Idolino is a Roman copy of a Greek sculpture. Some thirty years
later, the Duke of Urbino, Guidobaldo della Rovere II, commissioned a base for the Idolino figure, and
together they were sent as a gift to Grand Duke Ferdinando II in Florence during the seventeenth
century.11 The base includes reliefs of bacchantes and satyrs framed by finely worked vine leaves. The
leaves display the same attention to detail as found in Eve’s cache-sex, and in both cases the veins of
the large leaves are sharply delineated. The women in the reliefs wear drapery that flows over their
bodies, accentuated by a band under their breasts much like that worn by Eve, though their dresses
cover the entire body.

The correlation between these elements found in the base of the Idolino, the busts of the antique
women, and the head of the Leda and in Eve, suggest that this small bronze should be attributed to
Girolamo Lombardo. The vitality and energy captured in Eve’s pose demonstrate Girolamo’s interest in
the expression of the antique in the Veneto,12 and of the Lombardo workshop’s ability to recapture the
grace of the classical era.
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